Stand Up and Shine-Share-Show at Fort Sill
Professor Curt Bonk
(End of Day)

1. **SS#1: Stand Up and Shine.** Do you have any piercing (or not so piercing) questions you have been waiting to ask today? Do you have any suggestions on instructors at Fort Sill might you flip (or change in a more modest way) their teaching and training?

2. **SS#2: Stand Up and Share.** What is one thing that you have already committed to doing or have attempted? What is one Web resource, tool, or activity mentioned that you can use?

3. **SS#3: Stand and Show (demonstrate).** Who wants to come to the front of the room and show something that they will use related to flipped classrooms or anything from the previous session when Dr. Bonk came last August? What new tools or resources do you want to demonstrate?